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with the doctors, nurses and other medical personnel. In medical situations, we need to 
be able to tell the doctors what happened, and we need to understand what they are 
trying to communicate.” 
 
 Under the ADA, hospitals are required to provide communication with individual 
who are deaf that is “as effective as communication with others.” One of the ways 
hospitals may do this is to provide qualified sign language interpreters. The regulations 
under the ADA allow for what is known as “Video Remote Interpreting” or VRI. Plaintiffs 
allege Rose Medical Center attempted to provide the service, but that it was highly 
inadequate. The ADA requires that when VRI is used, for communication to be effective, 
four performance standards must apply. There must be: (1) High-quality, clear, real-time, 
full-motion video, and audio over a dedicated high-speed Internet connection; (2) a 
clear, sufficiently large, and sharply delineated picture of the participants' heads, arms, 
hands, and fingers, regardless of their body position; (3) clear transmission of voices; 
and (4) persons who are trained to set up and operate the VRI quickly and efficiently. 
Plaintiffs allege that when Rose Medical Center attempted to use VRI, the signal cut out, 
the image was choppy and inconsistent. In short, they were not able to communicate 
with the interpreter using the equipment Rose Medical Center provided. 
 
 As is alleged in the complaint, Rose Medical Center went ahead and performed 
medical procedures without trying to secure a qualified interpreter. When Mr. Zapko 
and Mr. Towery needed to go back to Rose Medical Center, they requested an in-person 
interpreter, rather than VRI, based on their previous experience. They were assured and 
interpreter would be provided. When they arrived, Rose Medical Center did not provide 
an interpreter. Doctors and hospital staff attempted to communicate with Mr. Zapko Mr. 
Towery using lipreading and handwritten notes. 
 
 The United States Department of Justice (“DOJ”) is responsible for implementing 
the regulations under the ADA and for enforcing the Act. As the DOJ said when it 
created the regulations, written notes often do not ensure effective communication, 
particularly in medical situations, and thus “interpreters should be used when the matter 
involves more complexity, such as in communication of medical history or diagnoses, in 
conversations about medical procedures and treatment decisions, or in communication 
of instructions for care at home or elsewhere.” See Title III Regulations 2010 Guidance 
and Section-by-Section Analysis (Determining appropriate auxiliary aids). The 
Department of Justice also makes information regarding providing interpreters in 
hospital settings readily available on the Internet. See Communicating with People Who 
Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing in Hospital Settings. 
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 “If hospitals and medical facilities don’t provide qualified interpreters, they are 
putting us, deaf individuals, at great risk,” said John Towery, the other plaintiff in this 
lawsuit. “Without effective communication, we don’t know what they are doing or why, 
and they risk getting incorrect information and misdiagnosing the problem.” 
  

The Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition (“CCDC”) Legal Program brought this 
lawsuit on behalf of the plaintiffs. CCDC has been involved in many lawsuits filed for the 
purpose of securing effective communication on behalf of individuals who are deaf. 
These cases include medical facilities, police departments in detention facilities. A list of 
the Legal Program’s current cases can be found on CCDC’s website. Completed cases 
are also available there. 

 
CCDC is a non-profit, disability rights advocacy organization whose mission it is 

to advocate for social justice for people with all types of disabilities. 


